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Bp -Tree: A Predictive B+-Tree for Reducing
Writes on Phase Change Memory
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Abstract—Phase change memory (PCM) has been considered an attractive alternative to flash memory and DRAM. It has promising
features, including non-volatile storage, byte addressability, fast read and write operations, and supports random accesses. However,
there are challenges in designing algorithms for PCM-based memory systems, such as longer write latency and higher energy
consumption compared to DRAM. In this paper, we propose a new predictive B+ -tree index, called the Bp -tree, which is tailored for
database systems that make use of PCM. Our Bp -tree reduces data movements caused by tree node splits and merges that arise
from insertions and deletions. This is achieved by pre-allocating space on PCM for near future data. To ensure the space are
allocated where they are needed, we propose a novel predictive model to ascertain future data distribution based on the current data.
In addition, as in [4], when keys are inserted into a leaf node, they are packed but need not be in sorted order. We have implemented
the Bp -tree in PostgreSQL and evaluated it in an emulated environment. Our experimental results show that the Bp -tree significantly
reduces the number of writes, therefore making it write and energy efficient and suitable for a PCM-like hardware environment.
Index Terms—Phase change memory (PCM), non-volatile storage, Bp -tree, predictive model

1

I NTRODUCTION

T

HE current established memory technologies suffer
from various shortcomings: DRAMs are volatile and
flash memories exhibit limited write endurance and low
write speed. The emerging next-generation non-volatile
memory (NVM) is a promising alternative to the traditional
flash memory and DRAM as it offers a combination of some
of the best features of both types of traditional memory
technologies.
There are some widely pursued NVM technologies:
magneto-resistive random access memory (MRAM), ferroelectric random access memories (FeRAM), resistive random access memory (RRAM), and phase change memory
(PCM) [13] and in this paper, we will focus on PCM technology. Like DRAM, PCM is byte addressable and supports
random accesses. However, PCM is non-volatile and offers
superior density to DRAM and thus provides a much
larger capacity within the same budget [19]. Compared to
NAND flash, PCM offers better read and write latency,
better endurance and lower energy consumption. With
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these features, PCM can be used as a storage between
DRAM and NAND flash, and we can expect it to have a big
impact on the memory hierarchy and adopt it as a desirable
storage for databases [4], [19]. In this paper, we focus on
designing indexing techniques in PCM-based hybrid main
memory systems.
Existing indexing techniques cannot be directly used in
PCM efficiently and there are several main challenges in
designing new algorithms for PCM. First, though PCM is
faster than NAND flash, it is still much slower than DRAM,
especially the write function, which greatly affects system performance. Second, the PCM consumes more energy
because of the phase change of the material. We will elaborate on this point in Section 2.1. Third, compared to DRAM,
the lifetime of PCM is shorter, which may limit the use
of PCM for commercial systems. However, as mentioned
in [4], [19], some measures could be taken to reduce write
traffic as a means to extend the overall lifetime. In general,
the long access latency and high energy consumption are
the major factors that affect the performance of PCM-based
memory systems.
We aim to design a write-optimized indexing technique
for PCM-based memory systems by reducing the number of
writes. As known to all, when nodes are full in traditional
B+ -tree indexing, nodes are split and half of the data on
these nodes are moved to new nodes which leads to many
extra writes. In other words, some data were written to the
wrong place initially and we can avoid such writes if we
know the future data access in advance. In [14], Nadembega
et al. proposed the Destination Prediction Model (DPM) to
predict the future movements based on historical movement pattern which inspired us to propose a predictive
model to predict the future data distribution and reduce
the number of writes caused by nodes splits. We can make
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the prediction based on historical data, e.g., user query log
or database access log.
In this paper, we propose Bp -tree, an adaptive indexing
structure for PCM-based memory. We aim to devise new
algorithms to reduce the number of writes without sacrificing search performance. Our Bp -tree is able to achieve much
higher overall system performance than the classical B+ tree. To summarize, we make the following contributions
in this paper:
We propose a new predictive B+ -tree index, called
the Bp -tree, which is designed to accommodate the
features of the PCM chip to allow it to work efficiently in PCM-based main memory systems. The
Bp -tree can significantly reduce both number of
writes and energy consumption.
(2) We develop a predictive model to predict data distribution based on current data, and we pre-allocate
space on PCM for future insertions to reduce the
key movements caused by node splits and merges
encountered in a typical B+ -tree.
(3) We implemented our technique in the open source
database PostgreSQL, and run it in an emulated
environment. The experimental results show that
our Bp -tree index significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art indexes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces PCM and related work. Section 3
presents the overview and main components of the Bp -tree.
We propose the predictive model for index warm-up and
updates in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 describes
the metrics for evaluating the predictive model and how we
can adjust the predictive strategy based on these metrics.
In Section 7, we present the main experimental evaluation.
Section 8 concludes the paper.
(1)

2

BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we will introduce the PCM technology and
review some related work about the database design with
new memory hierarchy.

2.1 PCM Technology
PCM is a non-volatile memory that exploits the property of chalcogenide glass to switch between two states,
amorphous and crystalline. The amorphous phase tends to
have a high electrical resistivity, while the crystalline phase
exhibits a low resistivity, giving rise to the so-called phase
change materials. The two different phases can be switched
back-and-forth reliably and quickly. For a large number of
times, the difference in resistivity is typically about five
orders of magnitude [22], which can be used to represent
the two logical states of binary data.
We present a brief comparison on the properties between
PCM and other layers in the memory hierarchy, including DRAM, NAND Flash and HDD. Table 1 summarizes
the properties of these different memory technologies, as
presented in recent work [3], [4], [19] and the data all
corresponds to raw memory chips.
From Table 1, we see that the PCM has promising characteristics. Compared with DRAM, PCM has a density
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Memory Technologies

advantage over DRAM. The read latency of PCM is comparable to that of the DRAM. Although writes are almost
an order of magnitude slower than that of DRAM, some
techniques like buffer organization or partial writes could
be used in algorithms design to reduce the performance
gap. Unlike NAND, PCM does not have the problem of
erase-before-writes and supports random reads and writes
more efficiently. Reads and writes are orders of magnitude faster than those of NAND and the endurance is also
higher than that of NAND. In most cases, PCM is between
DRAM and NAND Flash layer, and play a major role in the
memory hierarchy, impacting system performance, energy
consumption and reliability.
Recent studies on embedding PCM in the memory hierarchy can be broadly divided into two categories. One is to
replace DRAM with PCM directly to achieve larger main
memory capacity. Though PCM is slower than DRAM, Lee
et al. [10] have shown that some optimizations like buffer
organization and partial writes can be used to improve the
system performance while preserving the high density and
non-volatile property. The other proposal is to replace the
DRAM with a large PCM and a small DRAM (3% - 8%
size of the PCM capacity [19], [20]) and use the DRAM as
a buffer to keep some frequently accessed data to improve
the system performance. In this paper, we will adopt the
second approach with novel revisions.
From Table 1, we can also observe that if we want to
replace the DRAM with PCM in the main memory system, one of the major challenges is to reduce the number
of writes. Compared with reads, PCM writes incur higher
energy consumption, higher latency and limited endurance.
In this paper, the limited endurance is not our focus, since
some optimizations like round robin or write leveling algorithms can be utilized when designing the PCM driver.
We mainly focus on how to reduce energy consumption,
latency and the number of writes.

2.2 Related Work
Database Algorithms Design for PCM. The recent
study [4] has outlined new database algorithm design considerations for PCM technology and initiated the research
on algorithms for PCM-based database systems. The analytic metrics for PCM endurance, energy and latency are
presented and the techniques to modify the current B+ -tree
index and Hash Joins based on the PCM-based database has
been proposed.
PCM-based Main Memory System. Several recent studies
from the computer architecture community have proposed
new memory system designs on PCM. They mainly focused
on how to make PCM a replacement or an addition to
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the DRAM in the main memory system. Although these
studies mainly focused on the hardware design, they provided us the motivation on the use of PCM in the new
memory hierarchy design for database applications. The
major disadvantages of the PCM for a main memory system
are the limited PCM endurance, longer access latency and
higher dynamic power compared to the DRAM. There are
many relevant studies addressing these problems [10], [18],
[19], [27]. In [19], Qureshi designed a PCM-based hybrid
main memory system consisting of the PCM storage coupled with a small DRAM buffer. Such an architecture has
both the latency benefits of DRAM and the capacity benefits of PCM. The techniques of partial writes, row shifting
and segment swapping for wear leveling to further extend
the lifetime of PCM-based systems have been proposed to
reduce redundant bit-writes [10], [27]. Qureshi et al. [18]
proposed the Start-Gap wear-leveling technique and analyzed the security vulnerabilities caused by the limited
write endurance problems. Zhou et al. [27] also focused on
the energy efficiency and their results indicated that it is feasible to use PCM technology in place of DRAM in the main
memory for better energy efficiency. There are other PCM
related studies such as, [24] focusing on error corrections,
and [25] focusing on malicious wear-outs and durability.
Write-optimized B+ -tree Index. Write-optimized B+ -tree
index has been an intensive research topic for more than
a decade. For the B+ -tree index on hard disks, there are
many proposals to optimize the efficiency of write operations and logarithmic structures have been widely used.
In [16], O’Neil et al. proposed the LSM-tree to maintain a
real-time low cost index for the database systems. It was
designed to support high update rate efficiently. Arge proposed the buffer tree for the optimal I/O efficiency in [2].
Graefe proposed a new write optimized B+ -tree index in [9]
based on the idea of the log-structured file systems [23].
Their proposals make the page migration more efficient
and retain the fine-granularity locking, full concurrency
guarantees and fast lookup performance as well.
Recently, there are some proposals on the writeoptimized B+ -tree index on SSDs [1], [11], [26]. The major
bottleneck of the B+ -tree index for SSD is to reduce the
small random writes because of the erase-before-write.
In [26], an efficient B-tree layer (BFTL) was proposed to
handle the fine-grained updates of B-tree index efficiently.
The implementation is in the flash translation layer (FTL)
and thus there is no need to modify the existing applications. FlashDB proposed in [15] used a self-tuning database
system optimized for sensor networks. The self-tuning B+ tree index in the FlashDB uses two modes, Log and Disk,
to make the small random writes together on consecutive
pages. Li et al. [11] proposed the FD-tree which consists of
two main parts, a head B+ -tree and several levels of sorted
runs in the SSDs. It limits the random writes to the small
top B+ -tree and convert many small random writes into
sequential ones by merging.
There are also some proposals focusing on the WriteOnce-Read-Many (WORM) storage [12], [17]. In [12], Mitra
proposed an inverted index for keyword-based search and
a secure jump index structure for multi-keyword searches.
In [17], Pei proposed the TS-Trees and they also built
the tree structure based on a probabilistic method. These

WORM indexing proposals mainly focused on designing
mechanisms to detect adversarial changes to guarantee
trustworthy search. Unlike WORM indexing, we want to
reduce the number of writes. Moreover, we can update
the index and afford the small penalty of adjustments due
to data movement if the prediction is no longer accurate
because of changes in data distributions.
Cache-optimized Tree Indexing for Main Memory
System. There are several proposals related to the
cache-optimized tree indexing for main memory systems
like Cache Sensitive B+ -Trees (CSB+ -Trees) [21], fractal
prefetching-B+ -Trees (fpB+ -Trees) [5], BD-Trees [7], [8]. The
target of them aim to make the index cache conscious.
In [21], CSB+ -Trees only stores the address of the first child
in each node and the rest of the children can be found
by adding an offset to that address, because it can raise
the utilization of a cache line and further make the whole
tree cache-efficient. In [5], fpB+ -Trees is proposed to optimize both cache and disk performance. To make itself cache
efficient, fpB+ -Trees increased the node size to be multiple cache lines wide and prefetched all cache lines within
a node before accessing it. These B+ -Tree variants also
focused on the main memory indexing, they want to make
the structure cache-efficient. However, our focus is to make
our indexing write-optimized.

3

P REDICTIVE B+ -T REE

In this section, we will first present the overview of Bp tree index and then introduce the basic phases when
constructing the index.

3.1 Overview of the Bp -Tree
Design Principle: Our goal is to reduce the number of
writes of both insertions and updates without sacrificing
query performance. This is achieved in two ways. First,
we adopt the Unsorted Leaf strategy in [4]. Essentially,
newly inserted keys are simply appended to the end of
the key entries. They are not necessarily in sorted order.
Second, we develop a predictive model to minimize data
writes caused by node splits and merges.
Basic Idea: The general idea is to predict the data distribution based on the past insertions and pre-allocate space
on PCM for accommodating future tree nodes, which can
reduce the key movements caused by node splits and
merges. Fig. 1 illustrates the main architecture of a Bp tree. We use the following two techniques to implement
a Bp -tree.
1)

2)

DRAM Buffer. We use a small DRAM buffer to maintain a small B+ -tree for current insertions. We also
record the summary of previously inserted keys and
use them to predict the structure of the Bp -tree. If
the buffer is full, we will merge it into the Bp -tree
on PCM.
Bp -tree on PCM. Like a standard B+ -tree, a Bp -tree is
also a balanced multiway search tree. The key differences between the Bp -tree and the B+ -tree include:
(1) The structures and nodes in a Bp -tree can be
pre-allocated; (2) Given a branching factor 2M of
a Bp -tree, the number of children of an internal
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Fig. 1. Bp -tree architecture.
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Fig. 2. Example of a warm-up phase.

node may be smaller than M, and the real number of children is between [0, 2M]; (3) The insertions
and deletions are different from the B+ -tree (see
Section 5); (4) The tree construction process consists of two phases: (i) warm-up phase: The first N
keys are initially inserted into the tree as a warmup process; (ii) update phase: All new keys are first
inserted into a DRAM buffer. Each time the buffer
is full, the keys in DRAM would be merged into
the main tree on PCM. For a search query, we will
find them from both the B+ -tree in DRAM and the
Bp -tree in PCM.

3.2 Main Components of Bp -Tree
In this section, we will introduce the details of the construction process of the Bp -tree. It consists of two phases, the
warm-up phase and update phase which will be described
in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively. For ease of presentation, we summarize the notations used throughout this
paper in Table 2.
3.2.1 DRAM Buffer
As new keys are inserted into the the DRAM buffer, a small
standard B+ -tree with branching factor 2m is built in buffer.
If the buffer is full, we will flush the keys in the B+ -tree to
the Bp -tree on the PCM.
To capture the data distribution, we also maintain a histogram. Suppose the range of the keys is [L, U]. If we want
to partition the keys into buckets B1 , B2 , . . . , B|B| , the bucket
width is U−L
|B| . For each bucket Bi , we maintain the number
TABLE 2
Notations

of keys that fall in this bucket. We will use the histogram
to “forecast” the data distribution.
The main function of DRAM buffer is to adaptively
adjust our predictive model based on the currently inserted
keys in a time window. Then we can use the updated predictive model to merge all the keys in the time window in
the B+ -tree to the Bp -tree on PCM.

3.2.2 Warm-Up Phase
Initially, the Bp -tree on PCM is empty. We use a DRAM
buffer for warm-up. We create a standard B+ -tree for supporting insertions, deletions and search. Before the buffer
is full, we use the conventional B+ -tree for the initial operations. Once the DRAM buffer is full, all the keys in the
buffer are moved to PCM, and this step is called the warmup process. The main function of the warm-up phase is to
construct the skeleton of the Bp -tree on PCM. Suppose the
DRAM buffer can accommodate N keys. We first predict
the total number of possible keys. Then, for each B+ -tree
node, we use our predictive model to decide whether to
split it in an eager manner to avoid writes for subsequent
insertions. We will provide the details for constructing the
initial Bp -tree in Section 4.
Fig. 2 shows an example for the warm-up phase. The
B+ -tree and histogram are in the DRAM and Bp -tree is in
the PCM. In this example, N is 12 and the buffer is full and
thus we need to flush all the keys in the B+ -tree to the PCM.
The black portion of the histogram bar indicates the number
of inserted keys in each range so far, while the whole bar
indicates the predicted number of keys in each range based
on our predictive model. We find the structure of the Bp tree is similar to that of the original B+ -tree. However, there
are two key distinctions. First, the node could be split in
an early manner if it meets the requirement of node splits.
Second, some of the nodes could underflow due to either
an enlargement of the node size or an early split. These
are guided by our predictive model and tree construction
strategy.
In the example, node C in the B+ -tree is split into nodes
C and C when it is moved to the Bp -tree, nodes B and E
become underflow because of the enlargement of the node
size, while node C and node C are underflow because of
the early split.
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we want to predict the skeleton first, the Bp -tree will have
the same height as the B+ -tree, but with a larger branching
order 2M = K ∗ 2m, where K is an integer and K ≥ 1. K
can be set by the administrator. We can also predict K as
follows.
Let T denote the total number of possible keys in the
whole dataset. We estimate T using the numbers of keys in
the histogram. Suppose the maximal number of keys inside
one bucket among all the buckets is A. Suppose the bucket
width is W = U−L
|B| , thus there are at most W keys in a
bucket. For duplicate keys, we calculate a duplicate factor
d which means how many percent of keys among all the
Fig. 3. Example for update phase.

3.2.3 Update Phase
After the warm-up phase, we have a Bp -tree structure on
the PCM. Then for new operations, we use both the DRAM
buffer and Bp -tree to handle the operations. For an insertion, we insert it into the B+ -tree. For a search query, we
search the key from both the B+ -tree on DRAM and the Bp tree on PCM. If we find it, we return the answer; otherwise
we return “null”. For delete, we search it from both the B+ tree and the Bp -tree. If we find it, we remove it from the
B+ -tree and the Bp -tree. However, even if a node “underflows” after deletions, we do not merge it with its siblings.
The reason is that since the read latency of PCM is much
less than the write latency, the overhead caused by empty
nodes during query processing is negligible. Furthermore,
space could be reserved for future insertion keys to reduce
subsequent writes. For update operation, like other indexes,
we treat it as a deletion operation followed by an insertion.
Note that we need to update the histogram for the insertion and deletion operations. If the DRAM buffer is full, we
need to merge the B+ -tree into the Bp -tree.
Fig. 3 shows an example for update phase following the
earlier example described in Fig. 2. The case in Fig. 3 is that
the buffer is full for the second time and all the keys in the
B+ -tree are merged into the Bp -tree described in Fig. 2. In
this example for the update phase, we want to delete the
key 5 in the Bp -tree index. First, we search the B+ -tree in the
buffer and cannot find it. Then we search Bp -tree on PCM
and find it in node A and subsequently remove it from Bp tree. As depicted in the figure, the histogram is updated
to reflect the effect of this deletion and the new round of
prediction is performed based on all the keys inserted currently including the keys in the buffer. Node F in the Bp -tree
is split because of the similar reason as that of the node C
in Fig. 2. We will describe the details in Section 5.

4

P REDICTIVE M ODEL FOR WARM -U P

In this section, we introduce a predictive model to construct
a Bp -tree structure in the warm-up phase. We first discuss
how to predict the Bp -tree skeleton in Section 4.1, and then
illustrate how to construct the Bp -tree in Section 4.2.

4.1 Predicting the Bp -Tree Skeleton
Suppose there are N keys in the DRAM B+ -tree, the height
of the B+ -tree is h, and the branching factor is 2m. Since

keys have duplicate values. We use N × (1+d)×W
to predict
A
the possible key number T. As there are T keys in Bp -tree
T
.
and N keys in B+ -tree, we set K = logh N
p
Obviously, if we overestimate K, the B -tree will be quite
sparse; on the contrary, if we underestimate the number, we
may need to do more splits. We assume that each tree node
in the final Bp -tree is expected to be μ% full, i.e., each leaf
node has E = μ% × 2M keys. Thus the i-th level is expected
to have Ei nodes (the root is the first level, which has only
one node).

4.2 Bp -Tree Construction
In this section, we discuss how to construct the Bp -tree
based on the current B+ -tree structure. We traverse the
B+ -tree in post-order. For each node, we predict whether
we need to split it based on our predictive model (which
will be introduced later). If we need to split it, we split
it into two (or more) nodes, and insert separators (or
keys) into its parent node, which may in turn cause the
parent node to be split. As we employ a post-order traversal, we can guarantee that the child splits are before the
parent split, and our method can keep a balanced tree
structure.
Next we discuss how to split a B+ -tree node. For ease
of presentation, we first introduce a concept.
Definition 1 (Node Extent). Each node n in the index tree
is associated with a key range [nl , nu ], where nl and nu are
respectively the minimum key and the maximum key that could
fall in this node. We call this range the extent of the node.
The extents of node A and B of the B+ -tree in Fig. 2
are [0, 19) and [19, 32) respectively. If a node is not the leftmost or the rightmost child of its parent, we can get its
extent from its parent except for the root node; otherwise
we determine it from its ancestors.
Consider a B+ -tree node n on the i-th level. Suppose
its extent is [keymin , keymax ] and currently it has |n| keys,
key1 , key2 , · · · , key|n| . We access the keys in order. Suppose
the current key is keyj . We next discuss whether to split
the node according to keyj as follows. As keymin is the
possible minimum key in the node, we first estimate the
number of possible keys between keymin and keyj , denoted
by P(keymin , keyj ). Then we estimate the number of keys
that can be accommodated between keymin and keyj on the
Bp -tree, denoted by A(keymin , keyj ).
Obviously if P(keymin , keyj ) < A(keymin , keyj ), we do not
need to split the node according to keyj ; otherwise we
need to split the node. We generate a Bp -tree node with
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keys keymin , . . ., keyj−1 , remove the keys keymin , . . ., keyj−1
B+ -tree

from the DRAM
node, insert the key keyj to its
parent on DRAM B+ -tree, and update the pointers of the
B+ -tree node: the left pointer of this key points to the Bp tree node, and the right pointers of this key points to the
B+ -tree node. Next we repeatedly split the node with keys
keyj , . . . , key|n| (Note that keyj turns to the first key in the
new node). If we cannot split the node for the last key, we
will create a Bp -tree node with the same keys in the B+ tree node, and update the pointer of its parent to the Bp -tree
node. Next we discuss how to predict A(keymin , keyj ) and
P(keymin , keyj ).
Predicting the number of possible keys between keymin
and keyj : If keymin and keyj are in the same bucket Bs ,
we can estimate P(keymin , keyj ) as follows. Based on the
histogram, there are ns keys in the bucket. Then the number of keys between keymin and keyj can be estimated by
ns
. Thus the number of possible keys in
(keyj - keymin ) × W
the range is
P(keymin , keyj ) = K × (keyj − keymin ) ×

ns
,
W

(1)

if keymin and keyj are in the same bucket Bs .
On the contrary, if keymin and keyj are in different buckets, we estimate the number as follows. Without loss of
generality, suppose keymin is in bucket Bs and keyj is in
bucket Be . Let Bus denote the upper bound of keys in bucket
Bs and Ble denote the lower bound of keys in bucket Be . Thus
the number of keys between keymin and keyj in bucket Bs is
ns
(Bus -keymin ) × W
. The number of keys between keymin and
keyj in bucket Be is (keyj - Ble ) × nWb . Thus the total numns
+
ber of keys between keymin and keyj is (Bus -keymin ) × W
e−1
nb
l
n
+
(key
B
)
×
.
Thus
the
number
of
possible
j
e
t=s+1 t
W
keys between keymin and keyj is

ns
P(keymin , keyj ) = K × (Bus − keymin ) ×
+
W
e−1

nb 
,
nt + (keyj − Ble ) ×
W

(2)

t=s+1

if keymin and keyj are in different buckets.
Predicting the number of keys that can be accommodated
between keymin and keyj : Node n has |n| keys and it is
expected to have E keys, thus the number of accommodated
keys in this node is E − |n|. Thus
A(keymin , keyj ) = min(keyj − keymin , E − |n|),
if n is a leaf node.
If node n is a non-leaf node, we can directly add j children between the two keys. In addition, we can also add
some keys between keymin and keyj as there are E−|n| positions which are not used in the node. Obviously, we insert
at most min(keyj − keymin , E − |n|) keys in the node. Thus
we can add at most c = j + min(keyj − keymin , E − |n|) children under the node between keymin and keyj . As node n is
in the i-level, the children are on i + 1-level. As each child
can have E keys and E + 1 children, each node can have
h−i−1
(E +
(E + 1)h−i−1 descendants. Thus there are c × t=0
1)t nodes between the two keys. As each node can
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accommodate E keys, the total number of accommodated
keys is
A(keymin , keyj ) = E × c ×

h−i−1


(E + 1)t ,

(3)

t=0

if node n is a non-leaf node.
To summarize, we can use the predicted numbers to split
the nodes. Iteratively, we can split all the nodes and insert
the new nodes into PCM. Fig. 4 illustrates the algorithm.
The Warm-up algorithm first traverses the B+ -tree in postorder by calling its function PostOrder (line 4). Function
PostOrder splits the nodes iteratively. Given a node n on
level i, it checks whether the node should be split by calling function Split (line 4), which is used to split a node
based on our predictive model. If our model decides to
split node n, we generate a Bp -tree node with keys, keymin ,
. . ., keyj−1 (line 6), remove the keys, keymin , . . ., keyj−1 ,
from the DRAM B+ -tree node (line 7), insert the key keyj
to its parent on DRAM B+ -tree (line 8), and update the
pointers of the B+ -tree node: the left pointer of this key
to the Bp -tree node, and the right pointers of this key to
the B+ -tree node. Next we repeatedly split the node with
keys, keyj , . . . , key|n| (line 9). If we cannot split the node
for the last key, we will create a Bp -tree node with the
keys, and update the pointer of its parent to the Bp -tree
node (line 10). Iteratively, we can construct the Bp -tree
structure.
As shown in Fig. 2. The previous node C is split into
two nodes C and C , though it is not full. Since there
are only two keys in previous node C, we shall calculate
A(keymin , key2 ) and P(keymin , key2 ) as follows. A(keymin ,
key2 ) = min(39 − 32, 4 − 2) = 2, P(keymin , key2 ) = (39 −
8
32) ∗ 20
= 2.8. As A(keymin , key2 ) < P(keymin , key2 ), according to the algorithms in Fig. 4, node C needs to be split
and a new node C is created and then we update the
pointers.

5

P REDICTIVE M ODEL FOR U PDATES

In this section we propose a predictive model for the
update phase and we will describe the basic operations
of the Bp -tree. We will discuss the search and deletion
operations in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The insertion will be finally illustrated in Section 5.3. The search
and deletion operations are generally the same as those
in the standard B+ -tree except that we have to deal with
unordered leaf entries. While the insertion is quite different and is the major point we will discuss in the following
section.

5.1 Search
Since we use a small DRAM as a buffer, some newly
inserted keys will still be in the main memory B+ -tree
and have not been merged into the main Bp -tree on PCM.
Thus, both the B+ -tree and Bp -tree need to be searched.
We first lookup the small B+ -tree in the buffer, and then
search the main Bp -tree. As noted, since the entries within
a leaf node of the Bp -tree may not be sorted, the search
will examine every key entry. If neither of the two steps
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Fig. 5. Bp -tree: Search operation.

5.2 Deletion
Similar to the search operation, the deletion operation also
requires searching both Bp -tree and B+ -tree. A deletion on
the Bp -tree is handled in a similar way as that for standard
B+ -tree with two differences. First, the deleted entry can
be replaced by the last key entry in the node. This is to
pack the entries within the leaf node. Second, if the corresponding leaf node has fewer than M keys, we will not
borrow keys from its siblings. This can avoid the merge
operations. The reason is that since the read latency of PCM
is much shorter than the write latency, the overhead caused
by the empty node in the query processing stage is negligible. Furthermore, the space could be reserved for the future
keys to reduce subsequent writes. Note that we also need
to update the histogram.
Given a key to delete, we first search it in B+ -tree. If we
find the entry, we directly remove it. Otherwise we search it
in Bp -tree. If we find the leaf node in the Bp -tree, we remove
the key from the node. Note that we will not do merge
operations even if the node has less than half (M) keys. We
do not propagate the deletion operation to its ancestors.
The above steps are summarized in Fig. 6. Obviously the
time complexity of the deletion operation is O(h).

Fig. 4. Warmup algorithm.

return any results, null will be returned. The above steps
are summarized in Fig. 5. Obviously the time complexity
of the search operation is O(h), where h is the height of the
Bp -tree.

Fig. 6. Bp -tree: Deletion operation.
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h−i

t=1 (2M

+ 1)t descendants. Thus the accommodated key
number of node n is
ANOn = 2M ∗

h−i

(2M + 1)t .

(4)

t=0

Predicting the possible key number occupancy in node n,
PNOn : Next we predict the total number of keys that could
potentially belong to this node. We first find the extent of
this node, denoted by [keymin , keymax ], where keymin and
keymax are respectively the minimum key and the maximum
key in this node. Based on the two bounds, we can compute
the number of possible keys fell into this node as discussed
in Section 4.2.
If keymax and keymin are in the same bucket Bs ,
PNOn = K × (keymax − keymin ) ×

ns
;
W

(5)

otherwise if keymin and keymax are respectively in two
different buckets Bs and Be .

ns
PNOn = K × (Bus − keymin ) × +
W
e−1

nb 
nt + (keymax − Ble ) ×
.
W

(6)

t=s+1

Fig. 7. Bp -tree: Insertion operation.

5.3 Insertion
Bp -tree is designed by adding the DRAM buffer and a
predictive model, thus both the B+ -tree in buffer and the
histogram of the predictive model need to be instantly
updated. When the buffer is full, the B+ -tree will be merged
into the main Bp -tree on PCM.
All the keys in the B+ -tree will be inserted into the main
tree one by one. Once a key is to be inserted, we first look
up the leaf node L that the new key belongs to as the
standard B+ -tree. Then we predict whether it should be
directly inserted into the node or the node should be split.
We first compute the number of keys that can be accommodated in this node L, denoted by ANOL . We then predict
the number of keys that could fall in this node, denoted by
PNOL . If PNOL ≥ ANOL , we need to split the node; otherwise, we will not. If we need to split the node, a new
leaf node will be created and a “middle” key will be chosen based on the predictive model and pushed upward to
the parent node. Existing keys in the node L needs to be
adjusted according to the “middle” key. The middle key
is not the key in the median position as B+ -tree. Instead,
we need to select a median key based on the data distribution. As we insert a middle key into its parent, it may
cause its parent to split. The above steps are summarized in
Fig. 7. Next, we discuss how to compute PNOn and ANOn
for node n.
Computing the accommodated key number of node n,
ANOn : Suppose node n is in the i-th level. Each node has
at most 2M keys and 2M+1 pointers, thus node n has

Based on ANOn and PNOn , we can decide whether to
split a node n. Next we discuss how to select a middle key
if we need to split a node.
Computing the middle key in node n, midKey: Consider
the keys in n are key1 , key2 , . . ., key|n| . Without loss of generality, suppose key1 ≤ key2 ≤ · · · ≤ key|n| . Based on extent
of a node, we define the middle key formally.
Definition 2 (Middle Key). A key keyi in node n is called a
middle key if
P(keymin , keyi ) ≤

P(keymin , keymax )
,
2

P(keymin , keyi+1 ) >

P(keymin , keymax )
,
2

where P(keyi , keyj ) denote the number of predicted keys
between keyi and keyj .
A straightforward method to find the middle key from
a node is to compute P(keymin , keyi ) for each i from 1 to |n|
until we find the middle key. The complexity is O(M). If
the keys are sorted, e.g., the keys in an internode, we can
use an alternative method. We have an observation that
if the keys are sorted, P(keymin , keyi ) ≤ P(keymin , keyj ) for
i < j as formalized in Lemma 1. Thus we can employ a
binary search method to find the middle key and reduce
the time complexity to O(log M). If the keys are unsorted,
the complexity is O(M).
Lemma 1. Given a node n with keys ordered as key1 , key2 , . . .,
key|n| , and two keys keymin ≤ key1 and keymax ≥ key|n| , we
have
P(keymin , keyi ) ≤ P(keymin , keyj )
for i < j.
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Proof. Based on the definition of P(keymin , keyi ) in
Equation 1, P(keymin , keyi ) monotonically increases with
the increase of i. Then the lemma is proved.
Thus the worst-case time complexity of an insertion
operation is O(M + h × log M), where M is the branching
factor and h is the height.

6

E VALUATING Bp -T REE

In this section, we will first introduce some metric to evaluate the status of our index. Then we will discuss the
concurrency problem of our index. Finally, the recovery
techniques of our index are illustrated.

6.1 Metric Evaluation
In this section, we introduce several metrics to evaluate the
status of Bp -tree and use them to guide prediction which
is necessary to keep the tree balanced.
The first metric is insertion overflow. When inserting a
new entry into the Bp -tree, we employ a leaf-to-root way,
that is we always insert a key into leaf node first. If the
node overflows, it needs to be split and some of the keys
need to be moved to other nodes. Obviously, the larger the
number of keys in a node is, the higher the probability to
split will be. Thus we can use the number of keys in a node
to evaluate the degree of insertion overflow.
The second metric is unqualified-node ratio. A node is
called an unqualified node if its key number is smaller than
M. If there are many unqualified nodes, the constructed Bp tree is very sparse. For a node n, the smaller the value of
nkeys , the sparser the tree will be. To evaluate the overall
Bp -tree, we need to consider all tree nodes. Let nun denote
the number of unqualified nodes. The larger the value of
nun , the sparser the Bp -tree is. We can easily determine nun
as follows. Initially, all nodes are unqualified nodes and nun
is the total number of nodes. When inserting a key, if an
unqualified node turns to be a qualified node (with key
number no smaller than M), we decrease the number nun
by 1.
Next we combine the above two factors to evaluate a Bp tree. As the expected utilization is μ% and then the average
key number of a node is μ%×2M, we can use the following
equation to evaluate the Bp -tree,
Q=



δ × (nkeys − μ% × 2M),

(7)

n

where

δ=

⎧
nkeys
⎪
⎨ keymax −keymin (nkeys ≥ μ% × 2M)
⎪
⎩ keymax −keymin (n
keys < μ% × 2M)
n

(8)

reorganized. If Q is larger than an upper bound τu , we need
to tune our model to do more splits when merging B+ -tree
with Bp -tree. For example, in the extreme case when many
keys are inserted in order, they will be firstly inserted into
the top DRAM B+-tree. After the DRAM B+-tree becomes
full, if they are merged into the Bp -tree, some nodes in Bp tree may become very dense (i.e., the metric Q is larger
than an upper bound τu ), then we will tune our model
to do more splits during the real merge process. Thus the
extreme case can be solved and performance of our index
can be guaranteed.
Conversely, if Q is smaller than 0, Bp -tree is very sparse.
The smaller the value of Q, the sparser the Bp -tree will
be. If Q is smaller than a lower bound τl , we need to
tune our method to reduce the number of splits. Thus in
the worst searching cases, when each of the nodes in the
index reaches the lower bound τl , the searching complexity can be log(μ%×2M−|τl |) Nt , Nt is the number of the total
entries. However, in most cases, the searching bound can
be logM Nt .

6.2 Concurrency Discussion
Next we briefly discuss the concurrency performance of
our Bp -tree. Admittedly, we have added the DRAM B+
tree part. The accesses to DRAM B+ tree are excluded by
write lock for a short period when merging happens. The
range of entries to be merged in the DRAM B+ tree can
be pre-calculated and a write lock that would happen on
the range can be easily utilized. Then the CPU time can
be well saved in a batch fashion during the merging process without attempts to consider each entry individually.
In addition, the size of the DRAM B+ tree is very small.
Above all, the basic structure of our proposed index has few
modifications compared with B+ tree index. Therefore our
proposed index has comparable concurrency performance
with B+ tree and the traditional concurrency techniques
used for the B+ tree can be applied to our index with minor
revisions.
6.3 Recovery Discussion
Of course, we are faced with the classical recovery problem: to recover the work that has been done in memory
after a crash. Actually, we do not need to create special
logs for the newly inserted indexes. Because the transactional insert logs for the newly entries can be written out
to a sequential log file during the normal course of events.
It is the matter to treat the insert logs as a logical base for
reconstruction. This minor revision can be easily applied
to the system recovery algorithm. Further, the size of the
DRAM B+ tree is very small and this will make little sense
to overall performance of our proposed index.

keys

and [keymin , keymax ] is the extent of node n and μ is 69 for
the standard B+ -tree in [6].
Formula (8) is used to reflect the filling degree (sparse
or dense) of the nodes. If Q is larger than 0, then it means
that the Bp -tree is very dense. The larger the value of Q,
the denser the Bp -tree will be. However it may involve
many more numbers of writes when the tree needs to be

7

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed Bp -tree. We start by introducing the simulation
platform and experimental setup. Then extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and
efficiency of our Bp -tree index.
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TABLE 3
Parameters and Their Value Ranges

7.1 Experimental Setup
Experimental platform. Similar to the method proposed
in [4], we also extended a cycle-accurate out-of-order X8664 simulator, PTLsim1 , with PCM support. We model data
comparison writes for PCM writes. When writing a cache
line to PCM, we compare the new line with the original line
to compute the number of modified bits and the number
of modified words. The former is used to compute PCM
energy consumption, while the latter impacts PCM write
latency. In addition, we record the execution time in cycles
for the entire operation. Based on the benchmark used
in [3], [4], [19], the parameters are set as follows: the read
latency of a PCM cache line is 288 cycles; the write latency
of PCM is 281 cycles for every 4 bytes; the read latency of
a DRAM cache line is 115 cycles and the write latency of
DRAM is 7 cycles for every 4 bytes. In PCM, the energy
consumption is estimated as: the read energy per bit is 2pJ
and the write energy per bit is 16pJ. In Table 3, we list the
other parameters used in our experiments and their value
ranges.
The experiments were conducted in CentOS release 5.6
with g++ 4.1.2. Our system is powered with a 16-core Intel
Xeon E5620 2.4GHz CPU and 64GB main memory.
Datasets and workloads. In order to fully evaluate the performance of our proposed index, we utilize two synthetic
and one real datasets in our experiments and next we will
introduce the details.
For the synthetic datasets, one is generated to follow
the uniform distribution, the other follows the skewed distribution. The skewed data is with the Zipf factor 1. We
generate 5 millions distinct keys in each dataset. Each index
entry contains a 4-Byte key and a 4-Byte pointer. We generate various workloads to evaluate the performance of
1. http://www.ptlsim.org

Fig. 8. Insertion performance. (a) Writes. (b) Energy. (c) Cycles.
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our index. The search queries are composed of both the
point queries and range queries. Based on the experimental
results, we find that similar to the skewed dataset the performance of our proposed index on uniform dataset also
shows obvious priority over the other indexes. Thus due
to the space limitation we only discuss the results on the
skewed.
The real dataset is obtained from the TPC-C Order table.
The TPC-C workload showed higher temporal and spatial
localities of index operations than synthetic workloads.
In our experiments, the node size of the DRAM B+ -tree
is 256B, which is equivalent to 4 cache lines; whereas the
node size of all tree structures on the PCM varies from
256B, 512B to 1024B. The size of the DRAM buffer used
is approximately 5% of the size of the PCM. The update
operation is processed as a deletion operation followed by
an insertion operation.
Algorithms compared. We compare four different indexing
structures including our Bp -tree, the traditional B+ -tree, the
proposed Unsorted Leaf tree in [4] and our Bp -tree with
sorted leaf nodes.
As the Bp -tree is a composite structure including the
main Bp -tree on PCM and the small buffer B+ -tree on
DRAM, we need to determine how to compute each performance metric first. In the performance evaluation, we
only consider the PCM cost while calculating the number of writes and the energy consumption. As for the CPU
cost, the CPU cycles occupied for manipulating the DRAM
B+ -tree are recorded, which can represent a more accurate
processing time.
In all figures presented in this section, “BP-tree” represents our Bp -tree; “B-tree” represents the traditional B+ tree; “Unsorted” represents the proposed unsorted leaf tree
in [4]; and “BP-minus” represents Bp -tree with sorted leaf
nodes. The x-axis represents the node size of the corresponding tree, e.g., x-coordinates 4 indicates that the node
size of the corresponding tree is 4 cache lines.

7.2 Results and Analysis
7.2.1 Insertion
First we evaluate the insertion performance of Bp -tree. In
Fig. 8, we compare the insertion performance of four tree
indexing schemes. The three subfigures correspond to our
three metrics respectively. In each subfigure, we present the
performance of the four tree structures with three different
node sizes. The scale of y-axis in Fig. 8(a) and (b) are both
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Fig. 9. Update performance. (a) Writes. (b) Energy. (c) Cycles.

in millions. We get two interesting observations from the
results.
First, our Bp -tree achieves the best performance on all
the three metrics and the performance gap increases as
the node size becomes larger. The reason is that for large
node sizes, our predictive model can estimate the splits
more accurately, which can significantly reduce the number of writes by avoiding online splitting. On the other
hand, Unsorted outperforms B+ -tree and BP-minus. This is
because most writes will appear in leaf nodes and Unsorted
can reduce the number of writes on leaf nodes. Our Bp -tree
outperforms the Unsorted scheme, as it splits the nodes in
advance, which can reduce the numbers of future splits. Bp tree incurs about 5%, 22%, 37% less PCM writes than the
Unsorted scheme on the three different node sizes respectively. For energy consumption, the result is very similar to
that of the writes. For CPU cycles, the gap becomes slightly
smaller because Bp -tree incurs extra CPU costs on the small
B+ -tree in the DRAM buffer. However, Bp -tree still performs better than the Unsorted tree by a factor of 18% when
the node size is 16 cache lines.
Second, we compare the performance of the two tree
indexes with sorted leaf nodes, BP-minus and B+ -tree.
BP-minus outperforms B+ -tree in all metrics. BP-minus
reduces about 25%, 33%, 42% of writes compared with
B+ -tree. Similar trend is observed in energy consumption.
For CPU cycles, the gap is not that significant due to the
extra cost on the small B+ -tree in DRAM buffer. However,
BP-minus still reduces 14%, 22%, 35% more cost than that
of B+ -tree.

7.2.2 Update
In this section, we evaluate the update performance of
Bp -tree. We first insert all the keys as the previous insertion experiment and then we generate 100k update queries

Fig. 10. Search performance. (a) Point query. (b) Range query.

randomly. The update query consists of two keys, oldKey
and newKey. We first search the oldKey. If we find it,
we delete it and insert the newKey. Otherwise, we will
ignore the insertion request. In Fig. 9, we compare the
average update performance of our Bp -tree with the other
three indexes. The result is similar to that of the insertion
performance.
Our Bp -tree still achieves the best performance among
all the three measures. The main reason is that our Bp -tree
can predict future insertions and can pre-allocate space to
reduce the number of writes. Compared to Unsorted, our
Bp -tree reduces 24% of the writes, 26% of the energy and
19% of the CPU cycles, when the node size is 16 cache
lines.
Compared with the traditional B+ -tree, the performance
of BP-minus is better. It reduces 14% of the writes, 22% of
the energy and 7% of the CPU cycles and the gap increases
as the node size becomes larger.

7.2.3 Search
The philosophy of Bp -tree is two-fold: 1) Bp -tree is designed
to reduce the number of writes on PCM, and 2) Bp -tree
should be efficient for query processing as well. In this section, we evaluate the search performance of Bp -tree. The
experiments include point queries and range queries. We
experiment on both the uniform and skewed datasets. We
first insert all keys into the index. Then for both point query
and range query, we randomly generate 50k queries and
calculate the CPU cycles during the processing.
In Fig. 10, we compare the search performance of the
four tree indexes. The left subfigure is for point query and
the right one is for range query. The y-axis represents the
total CPU cycles to run these search queries. For point
query, the performance of Bp -tree is better than Unsorted.

Fig. 11. Leaf nodes utilization.
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Fig. 12. Sensitivity to data distribution changes. (a) Insertion. (b) Update. (c) Point search. (d) Range search. (e) Leaf node utilization.

This is because when we process the search query, we simply scan the node and once we find the key, we will return
the associated data. If the Bp -tree has more leaf nodes than
Unsorted, some keys located in the right part of some nodes
in Unsorted may be in the left part of some nodes in Bp -tree
and thus more cache line reads are needed. The performance of BP-minus is better than that of Unsorted, which
is expected since each search in Unsorted should read all
the keys in the leaf node.
For range query, we can find that when the node size is 4
cache lines, the performance of our Bp -tree and BP-minus is
worse than that of the B+ -tree and Unsorted. Because when
the node size is small, the tree will be more sensitive to the
split strategy and generate more leaf nodes which could
affect the range search performance. When the node size is
larger, all the four tree indexes show a similar performance.

7.2.4 Node Utilization
In this experiment, we compare the leaf node utilization of
the Bp -tree and the traditional B+ -tree. Fig. 11 shows the
results. The experiments are same as the insertion performance experiment and we build the two trees based on
the same data set and calculate the leaf nodes utilization
periodically during the insertion. The scale of the x-axis
is 0.5 million. The suffixes -4, -8, -16 in the figure indicate different node sizes. As we can see in the figure,
the leaf node utilization of the B+ -tree is stable, around
70% which is close to our assumption in Section 6. When
the node size of the Bp -tree is 4 cache lines which is the
same as that of the B+ -tree, the utilization is similar to
that of the B+ -tree at first and then decreases as early
splits happen and then it increases as the evaluation metrics described in Section 6 starts to work. When the node
size is 8 cache lines, the utilization is smaller than that
of the B+ -tree at first because of the enlargement of the
node size and then it starts to increase. The result for the

Fig. 13. TPC-C trace. (a) Writes. (b) Energy. (c) Cycles.

node size of 16 cache lines is similar. The stable utilization of all the three different Bp -tree indexes are all slightly
smaller than that of the traditional B+ -tree, but according
to the previous range search experiment, the influence of
the utilization gap on the range search performance is not
obvious.

7.2.5 Sensitivity to Data Distribution Changes
In this section, we evaluate the sensitivity of our predictive model when data distribution changes. We change the
dataset as follows. The size of the dataset is 5 millions and
the dataset follows a skewed (Zipf) distribution. However,
we gradually change the Zipf factors and add a random offset every one million keys generated, resulting in a change
of the data distribution. We did the insertion, update, search
experiments as in previous sections. In Fig. 12, we show
comparisons of the CPU cycles of all the four tree indexes
with respect to different operations.
Meanwhile we find the performance of insertion, update
and point search is very similar to that of the previous
experiments. For the leaf node utilization, when the node
size is 4 cache lines, the trend of the first half is similar
to that of the previous result, but the utilization decreases
slightly as the second half starts and increases again at
last. Because the changes of data distribution caused a
wrong prediction from the predictive model and further
caused some improper splits. After that the predictive
model adjusts its prediction via the evaluation metrics and
makes the structure normal again.
Fig. 12(e) reveals the stable utilization value is a bit
smaller than that of the previous experiments, which may
have also caused the range search performance to degrade
slightly as shown in Fig. 12(d).
To sum up, the Bp -tree achieves excellent performance
under different data distribution.
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7.2.6 Scalability Analysis
In this section, we use the real TPC-C trace to evaluate Bp -tree. Besides, in order to fully prove that our
proposed indexes can be excellently suited to PCM, we
have added the FD-Tree index experiments to make comparison. Because the FD-Tree is almost the best representative index which adopts the batch or lazy idea to convert
the random writes into sequential ones which has been
proved in [11]. The experiments is depicted in Fig. 13.
However, the FD-Tree shows the worst performance in
the PCM. Because the core idea of FD-Tree is to convert the small random writes into sequential ones which
is quite appropriate for the disk or SSD. However, the
index has to incur large numbers of write operations.
In FD-Tree, the update entry has to be copied from the
top level to the lowest level and produce many unnecessary writes. For PCM, the random and sequential writes
have few performance differences then this idea is not
helpful.

8

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed the Bp -tree index for the nonvolatile memory PCM. The major design objective of our
Bp -tree is to reduce the number of writes and energy consumption while keeping the tree construction and search
efficiency. We developed a predictive model to predict
future data distribution based on the current data access
and pre-allocate space to reduce the possible writes caused
by node splits or merges. We presented the model and
show some metrics to evaluate the performance of our
model. The experiments on PostgreSQL database system
showed that our Bp -tree indexing scheme achieves better
performance than the traditional B+ -tree and outperforms
the state-of-the-art solutions. Additionally, our Bp -tree can
be easily implemented in the current commercial database
with minor revisions.
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